Neither Govt nor IEC Has the will for Holding Fair Elections: MPs

IEC has set a 2-day timeline for government to introduce a new chief for IEC and if the government fails to do so, commissioners will take action.

Ghani Stresses Greater Cooperation Among Pillars of State

KABUL - President Ashraf Ghani, saying that people’s demands are being met, has stressed the need for strengthening cooperation and among the key pillars of the state.

Kabul - A number of PMs claimed on Sunday in parliament that neither the government nor the Independent Election Commission (IEC) has the will to hold transparent elections. MPs also criticized a lack of a chief for IEC and said the election commission and government are not doing enough to ensure transparent elections.

Indonesia Pledges to Mediate Peace Process in Afghanistan

KABUL - Afghanistan’s High Peace Council (HPC) on Monday announced that Indonesia has pledged to cooperate with Afghanistan in its efforts for peace and reconciliation.

US to Act if Pakistan Doesn’t Eliminate Safe Havens

KABUL, September 21: Pakistan has been a source of undermining US capacity to stabilize Afghanistan, says the CIA director.
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Moscow to NATO: Help Contain Afghan Drug Threat

Crime (UNDCO) Executive Director Yury Fedotov said in mid-November the drugs in Afghanistan could result in an upsurge in drug consumption throughout the world, including in Russia. Tolo news agency quoted Fedotov as saying: “We urge NATO member states to lock joint approaches to driving out the drug trafficking business and terrorism from Afghan soil” (Radio Free).